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While heavy alcohol drinking is associated with higher mortality, certain types of cancer, and cardiomyopathy, data on the influence of light-to-moderate drinking on health have been inconsistent. This is partly due to the practical and ethical difficulties particular to randomized controlled trials of alcohol. Current evidence suggests beneficial effects of light-to-moderate drinking on atherothrombotic events including coronary artery disease, ischemic stroke, and peripheral arterial disease. In addition, recent data suggest that moderate drinking is associated with a lower risk of congestive heart failure. Underlying physiologic mechanisms to explain these benefits include high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), haemostatic and fibrinolytic parameters, adiponectin, and perhaps omega-3 fatty acids.

Despite the apparent benefits of alcohol intake on several cardiovascular risk factors, lingering concern has remained about the effect of alcohol on blood pressure. For example, heavy alcohol intake appears to be associated with a higher risk of both hemorrhagic stroke and ischemic stroke, associations that can be readily attributed to the effects of heavy drinking on blood pressure. Indeed, heavy drinking is a widely recognized and highly prevalent risk factor for hypertension. However, relatively few studies have assessed the role of lighter drinking on the risk of hypertension, with variable results. Furthermore, despite reports suggesting the role of drinking patterns, consumption with meal, of type of beverage consumed on cardiovascular risk, it remains uncertain whether such factors influence the risk of hypertension among light-to-moderate drinkers.

Hypertension is highly prevalent in the United States. One in 3 American adults has hypertension and it remains a major risk factor for stroke, coronary heart disease, and kidney failure. Costs associated with hypertension are estimated at $73 billion for 2009, and since the lifetime risk of hypertension is about 90%, these costs are expected to rise in ensuing years as populations age. Clearly, hypertension and its relationship with alcohol consumption require careful clarification.

Because a rise in risk of hypertension could offset any benefit of light-to-moderate drinking on cardiovascular health or glucose metabolism, the first question to address is whether light or moderate alcohol consumption in general, and intake of a particular beverage type or a particular drinking pattern in particular, are associated with excess risk of hypertension. In the current issue of the Revista Española de Cardiología, Núñez-Córdoba et al attempt to provide answers to some of these issues. They analyzed data on 9963 Spanish men and women from the SUN (Seguimiento Universidad de Navarra) study free of hypertension at baseline. After an average follow up of 4 years, they found evidence for a positive and linear association between total alcohol consumption and incident hypertension ($P$ for trend = .01). These data are consistent with much of the existing literature and suggest that there may not be a threshold below which smaller amounts of alcohol do not raise blood pressure. However, the authors do not present the relative risks associated with specific volumes of drinking, making it difficult to exclude the possibility that the linear trend is driven chiefly by a higher risk in the heaviest drinkers. Klatsky et al have also argued that any higher risk in moderate drinkers may reflect under-reporting of alcohol intake, and the current report does not exclude this possibility.

Another consideration in evaluating the overall risk of hypertension associated with alcohol intake
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in this study is the treatment of former drinkers. It is reasonable to assume that individuals with borderline hypertension may be counseled to reduce their alcohol intake, and hence the estimated risks associated with both abstention and light drinking may be biased upward. Studies that include information on previous drinking habits may be more informative in this regard.

As to drinking patterns, previous studies have demonstrated the importance of drinking frequency on the risk of cardiovascular events. Given a fixed amount of alcohol, cardiovascular benefits appear to be greater if alcohol is consumed more frequently than if it is consumed on a single occasion (ie, binge drinking) or less frequently. This hypothesis is supported by short-lived effects of ethanol on HDL-C, fibrinolytic, and haemostatic factors, thereby requiring frequent intake of small amounts of alcohol to sustain anticoagulant effects.

Did the SUN study provide evidence for or against the importance of drinking patterns on the risk of hypertension? Their data in Table 2 offer some insight. In general, more frequent drinking appeared to be associated with higher risk of hypertension, although the magnitude was modest. There was no clear difference in risk associated with quantity consumed per drinking day except in the most frequent drinkers. In that group, risk was appreciably higher among those who consumed at least 1 drink per drinking day than lesser amounts, but again it cannot be determined whether a threshold in risk exists. Unfortunately, data on the influence of drinking with and without meals on hypertension risk were also not available from the SUN study. Given these limitations, the jury is still out on the influence of drinking patterns, and additional studies are warranted to examine this issue.

It has been suggested by some researchers that wine consumption may confer greater benefits on cardiovascular disease risk than beer or spirits, partly due to antioxidants (eg, resveratrol) contained in wine. However, this hypothesis remains controversial given the lack of support by other research. It is noteworthy that subjects who prefer wine over beer or spirits tend to have relatively favorable characteristics (ie, higher education and socioeconomic status, older age, more female than male, and tend to eat a relatively healthier diet).

Despite these caveats, could the antioxidants in wine counterbalance the blood pressure increase inherent to alcohol, much as antioxidants in cocoa appear to? In the SUN study, there was limited but certainly not conclusive evidence that beer and spirit drinkers were at higher risk of hypertension compared with wine drinkers, even after accounting for differences in their reported alcohol intake (HR=1.18 [0.97-1.44]).

On the other hand, compared with abstainers of red wine, consumption of any amount of red wine was not associated with an increased risk of hypertension, while there was a positive relation between intake of beer or spirits and incident hypertension.

Unfortunately, these analyses do not settle the question as to whether beverage type influences the relation between alcohol intake and incident hypertension for several reasons. First, despite adjustment for several important confounding factors, it remains difficult to exclude confounding by the healthier lifestyle of wine drinkers. For example, the authors adjust extensively for diet, but not for social or economic factors that are known to differ by beverage type. In addition, the authors present risks for specific intakes in Table 5 that consistently show no difference among beverage types for modest intakes (ie, 0.1-0.5 drinks per day). This again argues for a threshold in the effect of alcohol on blood pressure and against a difference between beverages. It is also impossible to know whether red wine is consumed in a different pattern than other beverages. Finally, the authors group beer and spirits together, but beer in particular can contribute substantially to antioxidant capacity, even in Spain. Of note, interventional studies do not necessarily support a difference between beverage types in their effects on blood pressure.

Overall, there is considerable evidence for a positive relation between alcohol consumption and incident hypertension, although whether the risk is simply linear or steepens above recommended levels of intake remains an important question. Since the association between blood pressure and cardiovascular disease is continuous (even among normotensive and prehypertensive subjects), it may be advisable to limit alcohol consumption among individuals with prehypertension. In such cases, an increased risk of hypertension may offset a possible cardiovascular benefit of moderate drinking, although limited evidence in cohort studies is reassuring that at least the observed lower risk of coronary heart disease related to moderate drinking persists in hypertensive adults. For subjects at lower risk for hypertension, light-to-moderate drinking (up to 1 drink per day for women and up to 2 drinks per day for men) may be considered after the evaluation of global cardiovascular risk profile. For individuals with risk factors for both hypertension and other forms of cardiovascular disease, such as obesity, sedentary lifestyle, and smoking, additional study is needed to evaluate what the net balance of health risks and harms from light alcohol consumption may be. Future studies are also warranted to examine the remaining questions of whether drinking patterns or beverage types influence the relation between alcohol intake and blood pressure.
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